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Details of Visit:

Author: Yosemite Sam
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sat 21 Jun 2014 11:00
Duration of Visit: 30 Minutes
Amount Paid: 80
Recommended: Neutral

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Independent Angels
Website: http://www.independentangels.co.uk
Phone: 07780166374

The Premises:

Independent Angels is in Camberley, in nice flats, easy to find and parking is good.

The Lady:

She is great looking and a very smiley person. Her profile pictures are accurate, although today she
had a mass of curly blonde hair – as I said, she looks great.
Her profile states she’s a size 8. She is in no way fat and has a nice figure but I would guess she’s
more like a 10 (possibly even bordering on 12 in baggy clothes). But then again, maybe my idea on
dress sizes is way out and my wife really is only a size 20 :)
Leah has lovely smallish breasts with pointy nipples and a shaved (but stubbly) pussy.

The Story:

So this started with me booking a girl in Basingstoke who turned out to have some dodgy looking
field reports. I had a bad feeling about that so cancelled.
As my balls were turning blue, I had to make a booking and having used Independent Angels before
thoughts I’d give them another go.
I know some people don’t like parlours but these are great there and really friendly.
I’m unsure whether or not to be disappointed with my visit to Leah. I’m unsure as it may have just
been the duration of my visit that made it a little disappointing.
I opted for the £80 VIP service for 30 minutes. This was listed as including dfk, ro, oral etc.
I arrived and had to take a shower as it was a hot day. By the time I finished, Leah came through
and we dealt with the financial stuff. Leah then disappeared for 5-10 minutes. She came back in
and we started fondling. Kissing was closed mouth so I’m guessing my understanding of dfk is
inaccurate i.e. it should include tongues etc. So that was disappointed number 1.
Leah pulled my towel off and grabbed my todger and started massaging – very nice!
I then led down and she started oral.
On went a condom (with her mouth, very nice!) and we did it cowgirl style. Now disappointed
number 2 was, I’d rather have liked to have gone through the repertoire i.e. me performing oral etc.
Disappointment number 3 was she bounced up and down on me without taking it fully (I’m not a big
bloke, trust me!).
But I came pretty quickly anyway. So overall time spent was probably something like 15 minutes.
Certainly, by the time Leah had gone out to dispose of the rubbish and I had spent a few minutes
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wondering if she was coming back for more, it was 17 minutes after the booked time.
I was quite surprised at the lack of chat too. Having visited one of the other girls her before, I was
kind of expecting a chat, some banter and a bit more fun.
Now the mitigating circumstances are that Leah has only been working for 3 months and I only
booked 30 minutes. Her calendar also shows she’s been working a lot this week too so maybe that
was a factor.
So the good bits:
She looks great
Is a lovely smiley person.
She has a great body
The bad bits:
It was a bit wham-bam-thank-you-mam for a vip service.
I didn’t get to do some of the stuff I like and that was offered on the ‘menu’.
There was no realy chat, just down to business.
I should also say that I didn’t complain at all and am not really complaining now – just stating my
point of view (sorry if that offends or upsets anyone reading this).
Would I visit Leah again? Maybe but I wouldn’t pay for the vip.
I do wonder what a full hour would be like...
@Leah (or other Independent Angels girls), if you're reading this I really hope that doesn't offend
you! If it does, my apologies, that's not my intention.
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